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Deal volumes in the care sector have continued to hold momentum in the first half of 2014. Renewed investor
confidence is underpinned by the long term market dynamics of an ageing population that is living longer with
more complex conditions and a provider base that is rising to the challenge of providing effective care support.

• This sector has seen a surge in
M&A activity fuelled by Real Estate
Investment Trusts (REITs), many
backed by inexpensive money
from the US, pushing the return
of the Opco-Propco or Sale and
Leaseback model
• Activity has focused on quality
assets with large proportions of
private payers, primarily in high
value property markets in the South
East of England. Typical deal sizes
have been £100m+, although a move
into smaller investments is emerging
• Distressed deals have reduced
in number as refinancing and
restructuring in the sector has
removed many operators with
unsustainable leverage

Deal highlights:
• Legal and General’s Managed
Property Fund invests in its first
care homes which are Suffolk-based
and leased to Care UK
• Target Healthcare REIT has
acquired a portfolio of 19 care
homes and has now committed all
the £95 million raised from investors
• Barchester Healthcare has signed
another 35-year lease agreement
with Castleoak, for a high-end,
sustainable 80-bed care home
near Cardiff

• Four Seasons are set to move into
elderly care home ownership, with
the acquisition of seven elderly care
homes from Majesticare in March,
their third strategic addition since
Terra Firma’s buyout in 2012
• European Care have rebranded as
Embrace at the same time as being
acquired by two investment firms,
Värde Partners and the D. E. Shaw
Group. The senior team remain in
place, joined by Trish Lee as CEO

Specialist care
• This sector continues to see the
most corporate M&A activity,
with Cambian’s IPO and a number
of successful PE exits, alongside
investor interest stemming from less
conventional sources from overseas
• Larger providers continue to be
acquisitive, with a number of
restructurings realising shareholder
value
• Public confidence in the aftermath
of Winterbourne View scandal is
seemingly renewed and has not yet
been affected by the media interest

Deal highlights:
• GI Partners-backed Cambian
Group, a behavioural healthcare
services provider, raised £194
million through an IPO on the
London Stock Exchange in an
unprecedented transaction in this

Healthcare deals completed
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sector, giving it market cap. of
£388 million
• Partnerships in Care, a mental
healthcare provider, was acquired by
US-based peer Acadia Healthcare
for $660 million, providing an exit
for Cinven, who acquired
the business for £552 million
(c.$1 billion) in 2005
• Sovereign Capital sold Tracscare to
French PE Firm G Square, having
grown the business from 21 to 75
care homes since 2004, with bolton acquisitions including Compass
Care, Cascade Care, Alkare and
Positive Lifestyles
• In August 2013, Sovereign also
exited Choice Care Group, selling to
family office Caledonia Investments
for £86 million

Domiciliary care
• The move to in-home healthcare provision shows no sign
of slowing, with commissioners under pressure to reduce
costs and improve outcomes
• Local Authorities have started to reduce their care
supplier base and introduced framework agreements
with a focus on capability of providers to mobilise
and fulfil package hours, which may stimulate further
consolidation of the market

Deal highlights include:
• In December 2013, Sovereign Capital disposed of City
& County Healthcare in a buy-out backed by fellow
PE firm Graphite Capital for an estimated £120 million.
This year, under new management, City & County have
acquired Spirit Care and HFH Homecare, adding to the 15
acquisitions made under Sovereign’s four year tenure, which
included Sterling Homecare and Guardian Homecare

• MITIE Group plc, the strategic outsourcing company,
has acquired Complete Care Group from Housing 21
for £9 million. Complete Care provides high acuity care
at home to 150 individuals and will sit alongside Mitie’s
existing MiHomecare business
• Mears plc, the social housing maintenance and care
provision group, continued its buy-and-build strategy
in the domiciliary care market in June by adding Insitu
Care, a provider of home care in the Salisbury area, to its
£22 million acquisition in April 2013 of Scotland’s biggest
homecare provider, ILS
“It is great to see
the continued activity in the
care market in the first half of
2014. We are seeing an encouraging
change in the deal mix away from
distressed companies to more specialist
businesses, with investments continuing
to come from REITs both in the UK and
Internationally.”
Mark Naughton
Head of Grant Thornton’s
Healthcare Corporate
Finance team

Grant Thornton’s Healthcare specialists

Grant Thornton has considerable experience of working with the private care sector with a range of advisory services
that include fundraising, mergers and acquisitions, exit planning, restructuring and recovery.
Over the last three years, our Corporate Finance healthcare specialists have been particularly active completing 31
deals whilst the Restructuring team has completed 20 private care assignments with complex operating issues.
Our Restructuring services are designed to help providers save money, reduce risk and restructure their businesses
by taking advantage of current market opportunities, whilst the Corporate Finance team have a strong track record of
delivering value to shareholders and raising funds for growing businesses.
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experienced healthcare
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out how we can help
your business:
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